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Abstract
With the great achievement for the computer vision tasks,
e.g., image classification, object detection and segmentation, people are diving into more complex vision tasks.
Video instance segmentation is a new task which includes
detection, segmentation and tracking of instances simultaneously in a video. Occluded Video Instance Segmentation
(OVIS) is used for this task, and it includes many heavily
occluded scenes. Besides, there is a long range for the
length of videos in this dataset. In order to track instances in
videos with different lengths, we make some improvements
based on MaskTrack R-CNN. Based on these optimizations,
a refinement model can be well used to detect and segment
instances, which acquires a better track accuracy in long
videos. Furthermore, we apply Stochastic Weights Averaging training strategy to get a better result. Finally, The
proposed method can achieve the mAP score of 28.9 for the
validation set and 32.2 for the test set on the OVIS dataset.

1. Introduction
Video Instance Segmentation (VIS) is first proposed in
[11]. It’s a new task to detect, segment and track instances
in a video simultaneously. This task extends the instance
segmentation on a static image to multi frames in a video.
Furthermore, tracking instances among different frames is
also required. The evaluation metrics in [11] give a detailed
j
description, Oit1 ...tT and Õt1 ...tT denotes an ground truth
and the predicted instance in a video. It evaluates the mask
accuracy in a frame, in the meanwhile, tracking failed will
result in a low VIS IoU.
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YouTube-VIS [11] which built upon the YouTube-VOS [10]
gives a new large-scale benchmark. There are 2883 videos,
40 categories and 4883 instances in this datasets. All the
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videos are no more than 6 seconds. Compared to this, Occluded Video Instance Segmentation (OVIS) [6] collects
more data with heavily occluded scenes. It only has 901
videos and 25 categories but with 5223 instances and 296k
masks. Moreover, the length of videos have a long range
between 5s to 60s. Based on the definition of mBOR in [6],
which used to evaluate the degree of occlusion, the mBOR
value of OVIS is 0.22 however it only gets 0.07 in YouTubeVIS. In conclusion, this is a difficult multi-task learning
problem. but it’s obvious that OVIS gives more challenge
on this task.
In general, methods dealing with these problems can be
divided into two parts. Tracking-based methods [9, 11, 5]
and transformer-based methods [8, 3]. The tracking based
methods have 4 branches to classify, detect, segment and
track instances simultaneously. MaskTrack R-CNN [11]
adds a track branch over the Mask R-CNN [2]. Specifically,
the tracking branch is used to track instances in the current
frame based on instances saved in the memory queue. As
a result, methods like these can be applied to videos with
any lengths. VisTR [8] extends DETR [1] to the VIS task,
which first introduced the transformer [7] architecture into
the computer vision task. Tracking results are parallelly
obtained from the box and mask results, this is due to it
predicts a fixed-size sequence of N predictions. Networks
like that need a fixed number of input images once a time.
Padding will be needed when a video is shorter than the
fixed length. However, if a video with length longer than
the fixed length, it has to be split into several clips with
shorter length. Besides, post-processing will be needed to
link the results from different clips.
In the OVIS Dataset, The number of frames in videos are
widely distributed. The longest videos even have up to 500
frames. As for our proposed method, we extend MaskTrack
R-CNN with a new reference frames sampling technique
and an enhanced backbone network. This model can be applied to videos of any length without any post-processing.
Finally we adopt a training strategy from [12], and get 0.89
AP and 3.0 AP improvement for val and test set.
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Figure 1. Mask R-CNN and MaskTrack R-CNN in our approach.

2. Approach
Our approach is developed based on the MaskTrack RCNN [11]. The structure is illustrated in Figure 1. For a
complete gradient computation, two frames named query
frame and reference frame are needed. For the classification
loss, bbox regression loss and mask loss, only query frame
is used. As for the reference frame, we only extract its features with instances in the its label, together with the region
features of interest in the query frame, they are used to get
the track loss. These four kinds of loss are put together to
get the gradient information.
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Figure 2. Reference frame sampling strategy in [11] and our
method.

2.1. Sampling Strategy
The inference pipeline and training pipeline of MaskTrack R-CNN are different. When the model used to evaluate a video, the first frame is fed into the model to predict
instances on the frame. In addition to that, all the instances
features are saved in the memory queue to be matched in the
future. After that, the instance results of the next frame are
predicted in the same way. Based on the current instances
features and features saved in the memory queue, the tracking branch are used to track the instances. In the meanwhile,
instances that have already been appeared, the features of
which are used to update the features in the memory queue.
When training MaskTrack R-CNN in the YouTube-VIS
dataset, the reference frame are sampled randomly from the
same video as the query frame, as illustrated in Figure 2(a).
It works well cause the max length of all videos is only
36 frames, which as a result, the difference between query
and reference frame instances is not going to have long distances in the feature space. However, when it comes to the
OVIS, the length of all videos has hundreds of frames. The

model will be trained with two frames which have long time
interval, if sampling reference frame randomly. As for the
same instances in these two frames, they differ a lot in feature space. It’s quite hard for model to match them and leads
unhealthy gradients. On the other hand, we update the instance features timely in the inference pipeline, instead of
using the old features. So it’s not necessary to train track
branch with long time interval frames.
Based on this, we proposed the new sampling strategy
with limited reference frame sampling range, as denoted
in Figure 2(b). The sampling range of reference frame is
limited to the range of n frames before and after the query
frame. With a suitable n, loss of track branch return to the
normal level. And this is also more in line with the situation
at the inference pipeline. In our experiment, we use n = 5
to conduct training pipeline.
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Table 1. Final results on OVIS dataset, MaskTrack R-CNN* denotes training with the proposed sampling strategy and Swin Large Transformer backbone network.

Methods
MaskTrack R-CNN
CSipMask
CMaskTrack R-CNN
MaskTrack R-CNN*
MaskTrack R-CNN*+SWA

AP
10.8
14.3
15.4
28.0
28.9

OVIS validation set
AP50 AP75 AR1
25.3
8.5
7.9
29.9
12.5
9.6
33.9
13.1
9.3
56.5
25.8
13.6
56.3
26.8
13.5

AR10
14.9
19.3
20.0
33.1
34.0

AP
11.8
14.5
15.1
32.2

OVIS test set
AP50 AP75 AR1
25.4
10.4
7.9
31.1
13.5
9.0
31.6
13.2
9.8
-

AR10
16.0
19.4
20.5
-

2.2. Backbone
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3. Experiments
3.1. Training Details
We follow the architecture of MaskTrack R-CNN in [11]
and use Swin Large Transformer to extract features. And all
the backbones are pretrained with ImageNet. As for sampling the reference frame, we use the strategy illustrated in
Figure 2(b) with n = 5. During training, all the images are
scaled to 960 × 540, and flip ratio is set to 0.5. No other
data augmentation is applied. Besides, the max number of
instances in a frame are set to 15.

3.2. Experimental Results
As shown in Table 1, Our proposed method finally
achieves 28.9 mAP and 32.2 mAP on the OVIS validation
and test set. And this method ranks first place in the 1st
Occluded Video Instance Segmentation Challenge.

3.3. Ablation Study
In this section we study the contribution of our proposed
method and how we achieve the final results as show in Table 2. The baseline is the original MaskTrack R-CNN and
with ResNet50. All the results are evaluate on OVIS validation set.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new sampling strategy for reference frame in MaskTrack R-CNN. With a powerful Swin
Large Transformer backbone and SWA training strategy,
our approach achieves mAP score of 28.9 on OVIS validation set and 32.2 on OVIS test set, ranking the first place in
the 1st Occluded Video Instance Segmentation Challenge.
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Table 2. Ablation results on OVIS dataset

Methods
Baseline(ResNet50, random sampling strategy)
+ ResNet101 Backbone
+ limited range sampling strategy n = 24
+ limited range sampling strategy n = 5
+ Swin Small Window 7 Transformer Backbone
+ image scaled to 960 × 540
+ Swin Basic Window 7 Transformer Backbone
+ Swin Large Window 12 Transformer Backbone
+ SWA training strategy
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mAP
8.7
11.2
13.1
14.1
20.6
22.9
25.3
28.0
28.9

Boost
2.5
1.9
1.0
6.5
2.3
2.4
2.7
0.9

